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We prove an analogue of the Manin–Mumford conjecture for Drinfeld modules of
generic characteristic. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
DENIS proposed that the qualitative diophantine results known for
certain subgroups of semi-abelian varieties should hold for Drinfeld
modules. In particular, the Manin–Mumford conjecture which asserts that
an irreducible subvariety of a semi-abelian variety containing a Zariski
dense set of torsion points must itself be a translate of a subalgebraic group
should be true with ‘‘semi-abelian variety’’ replaced by ‘‘power of the
additive group considered as an Fp½t-module via a Drinfeld module.’’ In [4],
Denis permits finite extensions of Fp½t but insists that the Drinfeld module
have generic characteristic. The strengthening permits one to consider
general Drinfeld modules while the restriction is necessary since every point
of GaðF
alg
p Þ is a torsion point for every Drinfeld module of finite
characteristic. The analogue of Boxall’s theorem [1] may still be true for
Drinfeld modules of finite characteristic for I-power torsion for some ideal
I , but it is shown in [8] that the methods of this paper cannot apply to this
case.
I thank J. P. Voloch for bringing this question to my attention, Z.
Chatzidakis for explaining [3] to me and for commenting on an earlier
version of this paper, E. Hrushovski for comments on an earlier version,
B. Poonen for discussions about Drinfeld modules, and MSRI for its
hospitality during some of the research on this paper.1Partially supported by an NSF Post-Doctoral Fellowship and NSF Grant DMS-0071890.
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DIOPHANTINE GEOMETRY OF A DRINFELD MODULE 112. SET UP
In this section we establish the notation to be used throughout the rest of
this paper and state the version of Denis’ conjecture to be proven. The basic
reference for this section is [6]. We follow the notation of [6] with the notable
exception that we denote the number of elements in the constant ﬁeld by q, a
power of p, rather than r.
Denote by p a ﬁxed prime number and by q a ﬁxed power of p. Fix a
smooth absolutely irreducible projective curve C over Fq and a closed point
1. The ring A is H 0ðC=f1g;OCÞ, the ring of regular functions on C=f1g;
with ﬁeld of fractions k :¼ FqðCÞ. As usual, Ga denotes the additive group
scheme SpecZ½X  with comultiplication deﬁned X/X 	 1þ 1	 X . For T
any scheme EndT Ga denotes the ring of endomorphisms of Ga=T deﬁned
over T . In all the cases, we consider T is the spectrum of an Fp-algebra, R. In
this case, the map t : Ga ! Ga deﬁned on points by x/xp belongs to
EndTðGaÞ and EndTðGaÞ may be identiﬁed with the ring of twisted
polynomials in t over R; Rftg :¼ f
PN
i¼0 ait
i : N 2 N; ai 2 Rg with the
commutation rule ta ¼ apt. We will drop the subscript from Ga=T when
the base is understood.
An A ﬁeld is an Fq morphism i : A! K from A to a ﬁeld K. A Drinfeld
module (over i) is an Fq-algebra homomorphism j : A! EndK Ga such that
j and i (or really the composition of i with the inclusion w : K+EndK Ga
via a/at0) have the same diﬀerential and jðAÞ is not contained in wðKÞ.
Concretely, for any a 2 A if jðaÞ ¼
Pm
i¼0 ait
i, then a0 ¼ iðaÞ but
jðaÞ=w8iðaÞ for some a 2 A. We denote jðaÞ by ja. The characteristic of
j is the ideal ker i. We say that j has generic characteristic if its
characteristic is (0). The endomorphism ring of j over K is
EndKðjÞ :¼ fc 2 EndK Ga : ð8a 2 AÞc8ja ¼ ja8cg
considered as a subring of EndK Ga. We note, and shall use, that EndKðjÞ is
commutative whenever j has generic characteristic [6, Proposition 4.7.6].
Moreover, there is a ﬁnite extension K 0 of K such that EndK0 ðjÞ is a ﬁnite
rank A-module and EndLðjÞ ¼ EndK0 ðjÞ for any ﬁeld extension L=K 0 [6,
Sect. 4.7].
If j : A! K is a Drinfeld module, then for any positive integer N
we can regard KN as an A-module via j. Deﬁne the j-torsion group of KN
to be jtorðK
N Þ :¼ fx 2 KN : ð9a 2 AÞ a=0 and jaðxÞ ¼ 0g. When K is
understood, we may write jNtor for jtorðK
N Þ. For a 2 A=f0g we deﬁne the
a-torsion of j to be the subgroup scheme of Ga deﬁned by j½a :¼ ker ja.
We call an algebraic subgroup G4Gga of a power of the additive group an
algebraic A-module if it is stable under the action of A on Gga via j. An
algebraic A-module is nothing more nor less than a sub T -module of a
power of j.
We can now state our main theorem.
THOMAS SCANLON12Theorem 1. With the notation as above if j : A! EndK Ga is a Drinfeld
of generic characteristic, X  GNa=Kalg is an irreducible subvariety, and
X ðKalgÞ \ jtorðK
algÞN is Zariski dense in X , then X is a translate of an
algebraic A-module.
3. BACKGROUND FROM THE MODEL THEORY
DIFFERENCE FIELDS
Theorem 1 is an analogue of the Manin–Mumford conjecture and our
proof follows the lines of Hrushovski’s proof of that theorem [5]. The main
ingredient of Hrushovski’s proof is the model theory of diﬀerence ﬁelds of
characteristic zero. We use the model theory of positive characteristic
diﬀerence ﬁelds. The main sources for this material are [2, 3].
A diﬀerence ﬁeld is a ﬁeld K given together with a ﬁeld endomorphism
s : K ! K. If s is an automorphism, then we say that ðK;sÞ is an inversive
diﬀerence ﬁeld. A diﬀerence closed ﬁeld, or a model of ACFA, is a model
complete diﬀerence ﬁeld. Loosely speaking, a diﬀerence closed ﬁeld is a
diﬀerence ﬁeld in which every consistent ﬁnite system of diﬀerence equations
has a solution. The precise axioms are given in [2]. The theory of diﬀerence
closed ﬁelds is supersimple in the sense of stability so that the ordinal valued
foundation rank of forking, Lascar or SU-rank, is deﬁned on all complete
types and by extension to all deﬁnable sets. We use SU-rank mainly for
groups of ﬁnite rank. We recall that if H4G are deﬁnable groups with
SUðGÞ5o, then we have SUðH Þ þ SUðG=H Þ ¼ SUðGÞ. In particular, if
SUðH Þ ¼ SUðGÞ, then H is of ﬁnite index in G.
If ðK; sÞ is a diﬀerence ﬁeld and L  K is a subﬁeld closed under
s and s1, then for x 2 K, the s-degree of x over L; degsðx=LÞ, is
tr:degðLðfsnðxÞgn2oÞ=LÞ. We note that SUðx=LÞ4degsðx=LÞ.
For A  K; K a diﬀerence closed ﬁeld, aclðAÞ, the model theoretic
algebraic closure of A is by deﬁnition the set of x 2 K satisfying some
formula over A which has only ﬁnitely many solution in K. Concretely,
aclðAÞ is the ﬁeld theoretic algebraic closure of the inversive diﬀerence ﬁeld
generated by A.
Following [3] a group G quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable in a diﬀerence closed
ﬁeld is called modular if every quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable subset of any power
of G is a ﬁnite Boolean combination of cosets of deﬁnable subgroups. This
use of the word ‘‘modular’’ conﬂicts with earlier model theoretic uses of the
word.
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Our proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in several steps. First, we recall some of
the theory of reductions of Drinfeld modules and use this to ﬁnd diﬀerence
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equations in light of the dichotomy theorem of [3] to see that they deﬁne
modular groups so that the conclusion of Theorem 1 under the stronger
hypothesis that X ðKÞ contains a Zariski dense set of points from the
submodule found in the ﬁrst step follows from the general theory of
quantiﬁer-free modularity. Finally, we show how to work with two primes
of A to cover all the torsion points.
Since A, and, in fact, EndKalg ðjÞ, is a ﬁnitely generated Fp-algebra, we may
ﬁnd a ﬁnitely generated subalgebra B  Kalg such that the image of
j : A! EndK Ga is contained in EndB Ga and every endomorphism of j is
deﬁned over B. Let L be the ﬁeld of fractions of B. For p 2 SpecðBÞ we obtain
another ring homomorphism jp : A! EndkðpÞ Ga over ip by composing j
with the reduction map pp : B! kðpÞ where kðpÞ is the quotient ﬁeld of B=p
and ip :¼ pp8i. We say that j has good reduction at p if ja and j
p
a have the
same degree for each a 2 A. The scheme SpecðBÞ contains an open set of
primes at which j has good reduction [6, Lemma 4.13.11].
For p 2 SpecðBÞ a smooth closed point let
* dLunrp be the completion of the maximal unramiﬁed extension of the
completion of L at p,
* qp :¼ pn ¼ #kðpÞ (written ‘‘q’’ when p is clear from the context) and
* sp : dLunrp ! dLunrp be a relative Frobenius lifting tn to a continuous
automorphism of dLunrp .
When p is also a point of good reduction for j, then tn is integral
over A in EndkðpÞðjpÞ. Let PpðtÞ 2 EndLðjÞ½t be the minimal monic
polynomial for tn. We deﬁne P ðmÞp ðtÞ 2 EndLðjÞ½t to be the minimal monic
polynomial for tmn.
Until noted otherwise, we ﬁx p 2 SpecðBÞ a smooth closed point of good
reduction for j and an extension ðK; sÞ of ðdLunrp ;spÞ to an @1-saturated
diﬀerence closed ﬁeld. We denote by L the language of inversive diﬀerence
rings Lðþ; ;; s;s1; 0; 1Þ while for m 2 Zþ; L½m refers to the sublan-
guage of L in which every instance of s occurs as smn for some n 2 Z.
Lemma 2. The A-module ker PpðsÞðKÞ :¼ fx 2K : PpðsÞðxÞ ¼ 0g con-
tains j½aðKÞ for each a 2 A=p.
Proof. Let a 2 A=p be given. Since a =2 p; ipðaÞ=0. Thus, jpa is a
separable polynomial. Since j has good reduction at p; deg jpa ¼ deg ja.
Therefore, j½a is an !etale group scheme over SpecðBÞ. In particular,
* j½aðBshp Þ ¼ j½aðdLunrp Þ ¼ j½aðKÞ where Bshp is the strict henselization
of B localized at p and
* the intersection of j½aðBshp Þ with the kernel of reduction
pp : GaðBshp Þ ! GaðkðpÞ
algÞ is trivial.
THOMAS SCANLON14The ﬁrst remark means that it suﬃces to show that ker PpðBshp ; spÞ contains
j½aðBshp Þ. Since sp ﬁxes B, the operator PpðspÞ maps j½aðB
sh
p Þ back to itself.
Since the operator PpðspÞ reduces to the zero operator on GaðkðpÞ
algÞ, it must
map all of GaðBshp Þ to the kernel of reduction. By the second remark above,
this means that it annihilates j½aðBshp Þ. ]
The next few lemmata show that the A-module ker PpðsÞðKÞ is modular.
Lemma 3. Any L½m-definable A-submodule of ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ is
commensurable with an A-module of the form ker RðsmÞðKÞ for some
RðX Þ 2 EndKðjÞ½X  dividing P
ðmÞ
p ðX Þ in ðEndKðjÞ 	A kÞ½X .
Proof. Let M4ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ be an L½m-deﬁnable A-submodule
over the small inverssive diﬀerence ﬁeld MK. Let
n ¼ maxfdegsm ða=MÞ : a 2 Mg. Let W4G
nþ1
a be the zero component of
algebraic locus of fða;smðaÞ; s2mðaÞ; . . . ; snmðaÞÞ : a 2 Mg. Since M is an
A-module, W is an algebraic A-module. Moreover, by the deﬁnition of n; W
is of dimension n and is thus a hypersurface deﬁned by some
Qðx0; x1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Pn
i¼0 qiðxiÞ ¼ 0 where each qi 2 EndMðGaÞ and at least
one of the qi’s is separable. Let QðsmÞ :¼
Pn
i¼0 qis
mi 2 EndKðGaÞ½sm. Let
M 0 :¼ fa 2 GaðKÞ : P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðaÞ ¼ 0 and QðsmÞðxÞ ¼ 0g. M 0 is commensur-
able with M . We aim to show that Q is actually in EndKðjÞ½sm. It then
follows that M 0 is of ﬁnite index in kerQðsmÞ.
Let t 2 A such that A is a ﬁnite integral extension of Fp½t. Let jjFp ½t
denote the restriction of j to Fq½t. Note that EndKðjÞ ¼ EndKðjjFp ½tÞ as
each such ring is commutative.
Because W is an A-module, jtðW Þ  W (image taken as an algebraic
group, or if you like, on the K-points). Since jt is a ﬁnite map,
dimW ¼ dim jtðW Þ. As W is connected, this implies jtðW Þ ¼ W . So,
j*t W ¼ W þ j½t
nþ1. This means that the ideals ðQðjtðx0Þ;jtðx1Þ; . . . ;jtðxnÞÞÞ
and ð
Q
a2Qðj½tnþ1ðKÞÞ ðQðx0; . . . ; xnÞ  aÞÞ are equal. We may rewrite the
product deﬁning the second ideal as ct8Q where ct 2 EndKðGaÞ with
ker ct ¼ Qðj½tðKÞ
nþ1Þ.
Specializing all the xj’s to be zero except for xi, we see that qi8jt ¼ ct8qi.
Taking i so that qi is separable, we see that jt ¼ ct ðmod tÞ and that
deg jt ¼ deg ct. Hence, ct also deﬁnes a Drinfeld module c over ijFp ½t by
sending t to ct. Moreover, the equation qi8jt ¼ ct8qi implies that
qi8j ¼ c8qi so that qi is an isogeny from j to c. Let h be any isogeny
from c to j (h exists by [6, Proposition 4.7.13]). Then for any j we have the
equality ðh8qjÞ8jt ¼ h8ðqj8jtÞ ¼ h8ðct8qjÞ ¼ ðh8ctÞ8qj ¼ ðjt8hÞ8qj ¼ jt8ðh8qjÞ.
Therefore, rj :¼ h8qj 2 EndKðjÞ. Set RðX Þ :¼
Pn
i¼0 rjX
j. Then ker RðsmÞðKÞ
is commensurable with M 0 and hence with M .
Since ker RðsmÞ is commensurable with a subgroup of ker PpðsmÞðKÞ and
ðEndKðjÞ 	A kÞ½X is a PID, R divides PpðsmÞ in this ring. ]
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ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ of infinite index.
Proof. Pmp ðX Þ is irreducible in EndKðjÞ½X by its very deﬁnition. By
Gau’ lemma, it remains irreducible in ðEndK	A kÞ½X. ]
Lemma 5. ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ is almost minimal in ðK;smÞ in the sense that
there is an SU-rank 1 L½m-definable set X and a finite set F such that
ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ  aclsm ðX ; F Þ.
Proof. Let X  ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ be any deﬁnable subset of SU-rank one
which contains the origin. Let N be any deﬁnable subgroup of the group
ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ which is commensurable with the group generated by X . As
ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ has ﬁnite rank, such a group exists. Let G4N be an
inﬁnite L½m-deﬁnable group deﬁned over a small inverssive diﬀerence
ﬁeld B of minimal SU-rank. Let n ¼ maxfdegsmða=BÞ : a 2 Gg. Let W
be the connected component of the algebraic locus of
fða;smðaÞ; . . . ;snmðaÞÞ : a 2 Gg. Then the group
H :¼ fa 2 GaðKÞ : ða; snðaÞ; . . . ;snmðaÞÞ 2 W g
is of ﬁnite index in G and hence also minimal. Let V ¼
P
a2A jaW where ja
acts diagonally and the image is taken as an algebraic group. Since W is
connected, each jaW is connected. V may be realized as the direct limit of
the image of a2A;v1ðaÞ4m jaW in G
nþ1
a under the sum morphism. As the
dimensions cannot increase indeﬁnitely, eventually they must stabilize. As
each of these groups is connected, the direct limit reduces to a ﬁnite sum so
that V is an algebraic group. Let M ¼ fa 2 GaðKÞ : P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðaÞ ¼ 0 and
ða;smðaÞ; . . . ; smnðaÞÞ 2 V g. Since V is an A-module, so is M . Observe that M
is commensurable with a ﬁnite sum of groups of the form jaH for some
a 2 A. Since M is inﬁnite, by the above corollary, it is commensurable with
ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ. Hence, ker P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðKÞ is contained in the sm-algebraic
closure of X together with the co-eﬃcients of ﬁnitely many elements of jðAÞ
and a ﬁnite set of coset representative of M in ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ. ]
Proposition 6. ker PpðsÞðKÞ is modular.
Proof. By the main theorem of [3], if this proposition were false, then
ker PpðsÞ would be non-orthogonal to some ﬁxed ﬁeld k of the form
fx : smðxÞ ¼ tnðxÞg for appropriate integers m and n. This implies that
ker P ðmÞp ðsmÞðKÞ is non-orthogonal to k in L½m. Since ker P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðKÞ is
almost minimal in L½m, this would imply that ker PpðsÞðKÞ contains a
minimal group non-orthogonal to k in L½m. This minimal group is
deﬁnably isogenous to the group of k-points of a k-algebraic group. Since k
is perfect and ker PpðsÞðKÞ has exponent p, it follows that there are
c; y 2 EndK Ga such that the intersection cðGaðkÞÞ \ yðker P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðKÞÞ is
THOMAS SCANLON16inﬁnite. Since k is perfect, we may arrange that c is separable. Likewise,
since only ker yðKÞ matters, we may arrange that y is separable.
Let R be the quotient skew-ﬁeld of EndK Ga. Every element of R may be
regarded as a multi-valued homomorphism from Ga to itself. As such, every
non-zero element of R has ﬁnite kernel. So, the above intersection being
inﬁnite means that if we write P ðmÞp ðX Þ ¼
PN
i¼0 piX
i with N ¼ deg P ðmÞp ðX Þ,
then X :¼
PN
i¼0 piðy
1cÞs
mi
tni is zero in R.
We see that this cannot be by working in three diﬀerent cases.
Case 1. n50: Let vt be the valuation on R induced by vtðtÞ ¼ 1. Since each
non-zero pi is separable, y is separable, and c is separable, for each i either
vtðpiðy
1cÞs
mi
Þ ¼ 0 or pi ¼ 0. As P
ðmÞ
p ðX Þ is monic, pN ¼ 1=0. Hence, the
term pN ðy
1cÞs
mN
tnN has valuation nN which is strictly less than the
valuations of all the other terms. That is, X=0.
Case 2. n ¼ 0: This time we work with a diﬀerent valuation on R, namely
with respect to the valuation v1ðgÞ ¼ degt g. By a theorem of Gekeler [6,
Theorem 4.12.8], if M is a splitting ﬁeld of P ðmÞp ðX Þ over EndKðjÞ 	A k and
w is an extension of v1 to M , then all roots to P
ðmÞ
p have the same non-zero
w-valuation. This means, in particular, that v1ðp0Þ5v1ðpiÞ for i > 0 and
pi=0. Thus, if pi=0 and i > 0, then
v1ðpiðy
1cÞs
mi
Þ ¼ v1ðpiÞ þ v1ðcÞ  v1ðyÞ > v1ðp0Þ þ v1ðcÞ  v1ðyÞ
¼ v1ðp0y
1cÞ:
Thus,
v1ðXÞ ¼ v1ðp0Þ þ v1ðcÞ  v1ðyÞ=1:
In particular, X=0.
Case 3. n > 0: We return to the calculation of Case 1. vtðp0y
1cÞ ¼ 0 while
every other term is either zero or has vtðpiðy
1cÞs
mi
tniÞ ¼ ni > 0. Therefore,
X=0. ]
Proposition 7. If X  Gna is an irreducible variety containing a Zariski
dense set of A-torsion points which are unramified at p, then X is a coset of an
algebraic group.
Proof. Since G :¼ ker PpðsÞðKÞ
n contains all the p-unramiﬁed torsion,
X ðKÞ meets G in a Zariski dense set. Since G is modular Theorem A of [3]
shows that every quantiﬁer free deﬁnable subset is a ﬁnite Boolean
combination of deﬁnable groups. Thus, X ðKÞ \ G is a ﬁnite Boolean
combination of cosets deﬁnable subgroups of Gna. As this set is Zariski dense
in X , we see that generically in ACF, the function ðx; y; zÞ/x y þ z maps
X 3 to X so that X is a coset of an algebraic group. ]
The following lemmata complete the proof that the deﬁnable subgroups
of ker PpðsÞðKÞ are commensurable with A-modules.
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we mean ker PpðsÞðKÞ. We let n :¼ deg Pp.
Proposition 8. Let m 2 Zþ be a positive integer. If X4Gm is a definable
subgroup, then X is commensurable with an A-module.
The proof of Proposition 8 proceeds by induction. The cases of
m ¼ 1; m ¼ 2, and m > 2 require substantially diﬀerent proofs. For the
case of m ¼ 1 we prove the stronger result that SUðGÞ ¼ 1. For the case of
m ¼ 2 we use an analytic argument. The case of m > 2, given the case m ¼ 2,
follows from a general result about ﬁnite rank deﬁnable groups in ACFA
possessing a module structure.
Before setting out for the proof proper we begin with some lemmata
about the arithmetic of the ring Kftg½s.
We denote by p : Kftg½s ! K½s the reduction map induced by t/0.
Lemma 9. Let A;B 2 Kftg½s be separable (i.e. pðAÞ=0 and pðBÞ=0)
with deg pðAÞ ¼ deg pðBÞ. Let j :¼ maxfs : ð9a 2 KftgÞaA  B ðmod tsÞg. Let
*A; *B 2 Kftg½s so that *AB ¼ *BA. Then either j ¼ 1 or there is a non-trivial
factor f of A for which f ðt
jÞ is a factor of *A.
Proof. If j ¼ 0, then from the equation pð *AÞpðBÞ ¼ pð *BÞpðAÞ and the
fact that pðBÞ is not a multiple of pðAÞ, one sees that pð *AÞmust share a factor
with pðAÞ.
So, we may assume that j > 0. Let a 2 Kftg so that aA  B ðmod tjÞ.
Observe that necessarily *B  *Aa ðmod tjÞ. We write B ¼ aAþ Ctj and
*B ¼ *Aaþ *Ctj. The equation *AB ¼ *BA yields *ACtj ¼ *CAt
j
tj. Canceling tj
and applying p, we see that pð *AÞpðCÞ ¼ pð *CÞpðAÞt
j
. If pð *AÞ and pðAÞt
j
are
coprime, then there is some g 2 K for which pðCÞ ¼ gpðAÞt
j
. Observe then
that B  ðaþ gtjÞA ðmod tjþ1Þ contradicting the maximality of j. ]
Lemma 10. If Q ¼
P‘
j¼0 qjðxjÞ with qj 2Kftg; t 2 A is non-constant,
and for some non-zero a; b 2Kftg we have aQjt ¼ bQ, then the group
fðx0; . . . ; xtÞ 2K‘þ1 : QðxÞ ¼ 0g is commensurable with an A-module.
Proof. Let X4G‘þ1a be the group deﬁned by QðxÞ ¼ 0. Our hypothesis is
that X and j1t X are commensurable. By Denis’ Lemme 4 of [4], this implies
that X 0 is an A-module. ]
Proposition 11. SUðGÞ ¼ 1. Thus, X4G is a definable subgroup, then X
is commensurable with an A-module.
Proof. As G is modular, it suﬃces to show that if X4G is a subgroup of
SU-rank one, then X is of ﬁnite index in G.
X is commensurable with a quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable group, so we may
assume that X itself has a quantiﬁer-free deﬁnition given by an equation of
the form
P‘
j¼0 qj8s
jðxÞ ¼ 0 where qj 2Kftg and ‘4n.
THOMAS SCANLON18As G is modular, X is actually deﬁnable over aclðKÞ ¼ Kalg which is
contained in the union of the ﬁxed ﬁelds of the powers of s. Replacing s
with a power, we may assume that X is deﬁnable over the ﬁxed ﬁeld of s on
Kalg. To keep the notation simple, we take a ﬁnite extension and write K for
a ﬁeld of deﬁnition for X .
Let t 2 A be non-constant. By Denis’ Lemme 4 of [4], if X \ j1t ðX Þ is
commensurable with X , then X is commensurable with an A-module and is
therefore commensurable with G by Lemma 4. Thus, we may assume that
X \ j1t ðX Þ is ﬁnite.
By additivity of SU-rank, we see that SUðX þ j1t ðX ÞÞ ¼ 2 so that
degsðX þ j
1
t ðX ÞÞ ¼ 2 degðX Þ.
Let *A; *B 2 Kperftg½s so that degsð *AÞ ¼ degsð *BÞ ¼ degsðQÞ; *A and *B are
separable, and ker *A8Q5kerðQ8jtÞ and ker *B8Q8jt5kerQ. As the s-degree
of X þ j1t ðX Þ is twice the s-degree of X , the groups ker *A8Q and ker *B8Q8jt
are commensurable with X þ j1t ðX Þ. Hence, there exist separable
a;b 2 Kperftg such that a *AQ ¼ b *BQjt. As pðQjtÞ ¼ tpðQÞ, the greatest j
for which we can ﬁnd g 2 Kperftg with gQ  Qjt ðmod t
jÞ is at least one.
However, by Lemma 10, j is not equal to1. Hence, by Lemma 9, there is a
non-trivial factor f of pðQÞ for which f ðt
jÞ is a factor of *B.
By Lemma 5, there is an integer r52 so that G is commensurable withPr
s¼0 jts ðj
1
t ðX ÞÞ. Let C 2 K
perftg½s be separable and have minimal degree
in s so that ker C8 *B8Q8jt5
Pr
s¼2 jts1ðX Þ. Then, as kerðC *BQjtÞ and G are
commensurable and the prolongation of G is irreducible, there is some
separable d 2 Kperftg such that C *BQjt ¼ dPp. Applying p, we see that f and
f ðt
jÞ are both factors of pðP Þ. Note that pðP Þ is the polynomial P considered
over k embedded in K via i. By Gekeler’s theorem, the roots of P all have
the same non-zero 1-valuation (or really, the unique extension of 1 to the
splitting ﬁeld of P ). If a is a root of f , then ap
j
is a root of f ðt
jÞ. Of course, if
v1ðaÞ=0, then v1ðap
j
Þ ¼ pjv1ðaÞ=v1ðaÞ. With this contradiction we
conclude that X and j1t ðX Þ are commensurable so that X is commensurable
with an A-module and hence with G itself. ]
Lemma 12. If X4G is an infinite definable subgroup, then there is a non-
zero element a 2 A for which jaðX Þ5jaðGtorÞ.
Proof. As X is an inﬁnite deﬁnable subgroup of G, the group G=X is
ﬁnite by Proposition 11. Hence, the group Gtor=ðGtor \ X Þ is also ﬁnite.
Let a 2 A=0 so that j½aðKÞ \ G contains a set of coset representatives
for X \ Gtor in Gtor. Then, jaðGtorÞ ¼ jaððj½aðKÞ \ GtorÞ þ ðX \ GtorÞÞ
4jaðX Þ. ]
Lemma 13. The groups Gtor and jtorðK
unr
p Þ are commensurable.
Proof. If this lemma were false, then G would contain inﬁnitely many
torsion points in the kernel of reduction at p. We show that this is not possible.
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The exact sequence 0! mR ! R! k ! 0 gives rise to an exact sequence
of Galois modules 0! TpðjðmRÞÞ ! TpðjðRÞÞ ! TpðjðkÞÞ ! 0. Let
QðX Þ 2 EndðjÞ½X  be the characteristic polynomial of the reduction of s
on TpðjðkÞÞ and let SðX Þ 2 EndðjÞ½X  be the characteristic polynomial of s
on TpðjðmRÞÞ. Of course, QðX Þ divides PpðX Þ. Thus, if G\mR is inﬁnite, then
S and PpQ must have a common factor. Note that any root of S is a unit in R
(as it is an eigenvalue of an automorphism). We show now that no root of
Pp
Q
is a p-unit.
As the endomorphism ring of j is commutative, we may assume that A is
equal to the endomorphism ring of j, losing only the condition that A is
normal. For what follows, this is not a serious problem.
Let h be the height of jp. Write Pp ¼
P
pjX j. Let ‘ be minimal so that
vpðp‘Þ ¼ 0. Observe that if ‘5h, then
P
jpðpjÞt
j
q  ipðp‘Þt
‘
q ðmod t
‘þ1
q Þ
contradicting the fact that jpðPpÞ vanishes on tq. Thus, ‘5h. Factor
P ¼
Q
ðX  ajÞ and observe that ‘ is equal to the number of roots aj which
are not p-units. Hence, P has at least h roots (counting multiplicity) which
are not units at p. Note that the rank of TpðkÞ is equal to rank of j (which is
the degree of P ) minus h so that no root of PpQ is a p-unit. ]
Lemma 14. aclðKÞ \ G ¼ Gtor.
Proof. We have the inclusion ker PpðsÞðKÞ \ FixðsmÞ4ker P
ðmÞ
p ðsmÞðKÞ
\FixðsmÞ4j½P ðmÞp ð1ÞðKÞ4Gtor. As aclðKÞ ¼
S1
m¼0 Fixðs
mÞ, we have
aclðKÞ \ G4Gtor. The reverse inclusion is clear. ]
We deal now with the case of m ¼ 2.
Proposition 15. If X4G2 is a definable subgroup, then X is commensur-
able with an A-module.
Proof. As X is commensurable with a quantiﬁer-free group, we may
suppose that X is already quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable. In fact, we may assume
that X is deﬁned as a subgroup of G2 by an equation of the form QðxÞ ¼ RðyÞ
where R;Q 2Kft;sg have degree ‘5n in s and at least one of Q and R is
separable. By swapping x and y if need be, we will assume that R is
separable. As G is modular, we may actually take the deﬁning equations to
have coeﬃcients algebraic over K and by replacing s with a power and K
with a ﬁnite extension we may take R;Q 2 Kftg½s.
Let *X4ðG2aÞ
‘þ1 be the prolongation of X .
We denote by p1 : G2 ! G the projection onto the ﬁrst factor and by
p2 : G2 ! G the projection onto the second factor. We abuse notation
somewhat and continue to denote by p1 and p2 the restrictions of these maps
to X .
If either p1ðX Þ or p2ðX Þ is ﬁnite, then the result follows from Proposition
11. If SUðX Þ > 1, then as SUðG2Þ ¼ 2 by Proposition 11 and G is modular,
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that SUðX Þ ¼ 1 and both p1ðX Þ and p2ðX Þ are inﬁnite. By Lemma 12, we
may ﬁnd some a 2 A so that jaðp1ðX ÞÞ5Gtor and jaðp2ðX ÞÞ5Gtor. We note
that X is commensurable with
fðx; yÞ 2 G2 : jaðx; sðxÞ; . . . ; s
‘ðxÞ; y; . . . ;s‘ðyÞÞ 2 jað *X Þg:
Thus, we may assume that
p1ðX Þ5Gtor and p2ðX Þ5Gtor:
If ðx; yÞ 2 X , then y 2 aclðK; xÞ ¼ Kðx; sðxÞ; . . . ; sn1ðxÞÞalg. Hence, in the
equation for X we may assume that R 2 Kftg. As noted above, we have
already reduced to the case that R is separable. By Lemma 14 we know that
G\ aclðKÞ ¼ Gtor. Hence, if ðx; yÞ 2 X and x 2 Gtor, then y is torsion as well.
Thus, we may take b 2 A=f0g so that X \ 0 G40 j½b. So if ðx; zÞ 2 X
and x 2 Gtor, then jbðzÞ 2 jtorðKðxÞÞ.
By Lemma 13 the group Gtor is commensurable with jtorðK
unr
p Þ. Replacing
s with a power and K with a ﬁnite extension, we may assume that
Gtor ¼ jtorðK
unr
p Þ. Thus, the extension KðGtorÞ=K is Galois and its Galois
group is topologically generated by s.
Let
X :¼ fðx;sðxÞ; . . . ; sn1ðxÞÞ : x 2 Gtorg:
Let
#X :¼ fðx; . . . ;sn1ðxÞ; z; . . . ; sn1ðzÞÞ : ðx; zÞ 2 Xg:
Write Q ¼
Pn1
j¼0 qjs
j where qj 2 Kftg. Let *Q :¼
P‘
j¼0 qjðxjÞ. The variety #X
is a subvariety of the prolongation of X and may be described by the
equations
*Qðx0; . . . ; xn1Þ ¼ Rðy0Þ
*Q
s
ðx1; . . . ; xn1; Snðx0; . . . ; xn1Þ ¼ Rsðx1Þ
..
.
*Q
sn1
ðxn1; Snðx0; . . . ; xn1Þ; . . . ; S2n1ðx0; . . . ; xn1ÞÞ ¼ Rs
n1
ðxn1Þ
where
Snþjðx;sðxÞ; . . . ;sn1ðxÞÞ ¼ snþjðxÞ
for x 2 G. Our goal is to show that X is commensurable with an A-module.
To do this, we show that #X is commensurable with an A-module.
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we may invert R (and hence Rs
j
for any integer j) as an analytic function
since R is separable. Let U be a small enough neighborhood of zero in
GnaðC1Þ in which the compositional inverse to ðR;R
s; . . . ;Rs
n1
Þ is given by a
convergent analytic function. In U2; #X is the graph of a (partial) analytic
function. Set
gj :¼ ðRs
j
Þ18 *Q
sj
ðxj; . . . ; xn1; Snðx0; . . . ; xn1Þ; . . . ; Snþj1ðx0; . . . ; xn1ÞÞ:
Then, #X \U2 is deﬁned by y ¼ ðy0; . . . ; yn1Þ ¼ðg0ðxÞ; . . . ; gn1ðxÞÞ ¼ gðxÞ.
If we show that jb8g commutes with the action of A, then the same is true of
g which would imply that #X is commensurable with an A-module.
Let a 2 A. Let f :¼ jb8ðg8ja  ja8gÞ. Observe that
f  0 mod ðx0; . . . ; xn1Þ
2. Thus, provided that U  mnC1 , f ðUÞ  U and
more importantly, if x 2 U and is not zero, then jf ðxÞj15jxj1.
We note that either f  0 or there is an integer N such that for any x if
f ðxÞ ¼ 0, then ½KðxÞ : K4N . In the latter case we see that if f 8    8f
zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{‘ times
ðxÞ ¼ 0
then the extension of ﬁelds ½KðxÞ : K decomposes into ‘ subextensions each
of degree at most N . Since the Galois groups GalðKunrp =KÞ and GalðF
alg
q =FqÞ
are isomorphic via the reduction map, we see that there are torsion points
z 2 Gtor with ½KðzÞ : K prime and arbitrarily large. Thus, we can ﬁnd z 2 Gtor
so that x :¼ ðz;sðzÞ; . . . ;sn1ðzÞÞ 2 X and for all positive integers ‘ we have
f ð‘ÞðxÞ=0. By the above comment on rationality, we see that f ð‘ÞðxÞ 2 KðxÞ.
By the fact that f is a contraction mapping, we see that the set
ff ð‘ÞðxÞ : ‘ 2 Zþg is inﬁnite. However, no ﬁnitely generated ﬁeld can contain
inﬁnitely many j-torsion points. Hence, we must have f  0. As f  0 for
any choice of a 2 A, we see that g commutes with j so that #X and hence X
are commensurable with A-modules. ]
Remark 16. The reader may recognize Tamagawa’s proof of Poonen’s
theorem on the rigidity of Drinfeld modules in parts of the last proof.
We now ﬁnish the proof of Proposition 8. The remaining case applies
more generally than the groups considered in this paper.
Proof. We are now in the case of m > 2.
If SUðX Þ ¼ m, then X is commensurable Gm and we are done. Thus, after
reordering the coordinates we see that if n : Gm ! Gm1 is the projection
onto the ﬁrst m 1 coordinates, then n is ﬁnite on X . Let Y :¼ nðX Þ. By
induction, we know that Y is commensurable with an A-module. Passing to
that commensurate A-module Z and replacing X with n1ðZÞ, we may
assume that Y itself is an A-module. Let W : Gm1 ! Gg be a projection so
that WðY Þ is commensurable with Gg and g ¼ SUðY Þ. Let a 2 A=f0g so that
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1ðxÞÞ.
Let #X :¼ fðx; yÞ 2 Gg  G : ðcðxÞ; yÞ 2 Xg. Since c is a map of A-modules, if
#X is commensurable with an A-module, so is X .
If g5m 1, then we are done by induction. Thus, we have reduced to the
case that SUðX Þ ¼ m 1 and pðX Þ ¼ Y is commensurable with Gm1. As has
become standard by now, we may also assume that X is quantiﬁer-free
deﬁnable and that its deﬁning equations correspond to a connected
algebraic group. Let ‘ be large enough and *X4ðGma Þ
‘ so that
X ¼ fx 2 Gma ðKÞ : ðx;sðxÞ; . . . ;s
‘1ðxÞÞ 2 *X Þg. Note that because the even-
tual s-degree of G is one, ‘ ¼ nþ 1 suﬃces.
As m > 2; m 152. Thus, there are inﬁnitely many distinct connected
algebraic A-submodules of Gm1a of codimension one. Let fMjgj2o
enumerate these. Observe that ðMjðKÞ  GÞ \ X has SU-rank m 2 but
that for j=j0 we have
SUð½ðMjðKÞ  GÞ \ X  \ ½ðMj0 ðKÞ  GÞ \ X Þ ¼ m 3:
By the case of the previous paragraph we see that each of the groups
ðMjðKÞ  GÞ \ X is commensurable with an A-module Kj. Replacing
Kj with its quantiﬁer-free connected component, we may assume that
Kj4X . The above phrase means that we assume that
Kj ¼ fx 2 G
m
a ðKÞ : ðx; . . . ;s
‘1ðxÞÞ 2 *K jg
with *K j ¼ *K
0
j . Note also that Kj is not commensurable with Kj0 for distinct j
and j0.
If a 2 A is non-zero, then for any index j we have *K j ¼ jað *K jÞ. Thus,
jað *X Þ contains
S1
j¼0
*K j as does *X . If *X=jað *X Þ, then
Z :¼ fx 2 Gma ðKÞ : ðx; . . . ; s
‘1Þ 2 *X \ jað *X Þg
is a proper quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable subgroup of X (and hence has SU-rank
less than m 1) which contains inﬁnitely many pairwise incommensurable
subgroups of SU-rank m 2 (and hence has SU-rank at least m 1). This is
impossible. Therefore, *X ¼ jað *X Þ and this holds for any a 2 A. So, the
original X is commensurable with an A-module. ]
Our task now is to extend this result to all the torsion points. We
accomplish this by showing that the proof of Proposition 7 yields uniform
estimates on the number and degrees of the components of the Zariski
closures of the intersections of varieties with ker PpðsÞðKÞ. Combining this
estimate with a similar estimate at another prime of good reduction will
prove Theorem 1. This technique is modiﬁcation of the quantitative version
Hrushovski’s proof of the Manin–Mumford conjecture in [5].
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extension takes place inside EndðjpÞ 	A k.
Then, degðSpÞ ¼ qdp and degX Pp ¼ d.
Proof. That the degree of Pp is d is immediate from its deﬁnition. T
he calculation of the degree of the hypersurface Sp is based on
Gekeler’s theorem [6, Theorem 4.12.8] that the roots of Pp all
have normalized j  j1 absolute value of q
1=r
p so that the absolute value
of any co-eﬃcient of Pp is at most q
d=r
p with the constant term
actually achieving this. By the deﬁnition of the rank of j, this means
that the co-eﬃcients of Pp have degree (as polynomials in tn) of at
most d (again, being achieved for the co-eﬃcient of t0). So, the degree
of Sp is qdp. ]
The above lemma implies a uniform bound on the degree of the Zariski
closure of the intersection of a variety X with the kernel of PpðsÞ.
Proposition 18. With the notation as above, for any variety X  Gma
if S is the kernel of PpðsÞ, then the Zariski closure of X \ S is a union
of at most ðqrmp degðX Þ
dþ1Þ2ðdþ1Þ dimðX Þ translates of algebraic A-modules.
In fact, the degree of this Zariski closure is bounded by this
number.
Proof. This is an immediate application of Corollary 2.6 of [5] using the
calculation of Lemma 17. ]
We ﬁx now a second prime q of good reduction with r an extension to
K of a relative Frobenius at q so that ðK;rÞ  ACFA. Working ﬁrst with s
and then with r we complete the proof of Theorem 1 following the argument
of Section 5 of [5].
Proof of Main Theorem. We fix some more notation. Up is the A-
module of j-torsion points unramified at p. Fp is the A-module of j-torsion
points in the kernel of reduction at p. We let d :¼ degX Pq and write
PpðX Þ ¼
Pd
i¼0 aiX
i. We write j for the composite of j with the diagonal
inclusion of EndKðGaÞ in EndKðG
n
aÞ for any given n.
Since ker PpðsÞðKÞ is modular, up to commensurability there are only
@0 deﬁnable subgroups of any of its Cartesian powers. It follows by
compactness that for X given as in the statement of the theorem, there is a
ﬁnite setTðX Þ of connected algebraic A-modules such that the components
of the Zariski closures of aþ X ðKÞ \ ker PpðsÞðKÞ
m are of the form bþ N
for appropriate b 2 Gma ðKÞ and N 2TðX Þ.
Let
G :¼ fx ¼ ðx0; . . . ; xd Þ 2 ðG
m
a Þ
dmþ1 :
^dðm1Þþ1
i¼0
Xd
j¼0
jaj ðxjþiÞ ¼ 0g:
THOMAS SCANLON24G is the dmth prolongation of ker PqðrÞðKÞ
m. That is, it is the Zariski
closure of fðx; rðxÞ; . . . ; rdmðxÞÞ : x 2 Gma ðKÞ and PqðrÞðxÞ¼0g. Notice that
dim G ¼ dm.
For each N 2TðX Þ, let
SN :¼ fðx; yÞ 2 ðG
m
a Þ
dmþ1  ðGma Þ
dmþ1 : x 2 G and
^dmþ1
i¼0
xi þ yi þ N  X ;
but for any M 2TðX Þ one has dimðxi þ yi þM \ X Þ4dim Ng.
Let p2 : ðG
m
a Þ
dmþ1  ðGma Þ
dmþ1 ! ðGma Þ
dmþ1 be the projection ðx; yÞ/y. Let
UN be the Zariski closure of ðker PpðsÞðKÞ
mÞdmþ1 \ p2ðSN Þ. Then by
Proposition 7, UN is a ﬁnite union of translates of algebraic A-modules.
Let pN : ðG
m
a Þ
dmþ1 ! ðGma =N Þ
dmþ1 be the quotient map. Let XN :¼ pN ðUN Þ.
So, XN is a ﬁnite union of translates of A-modules. Note that
dim XN ¼ dim G ¼ dm5dmþ 1.
By Lemma 5.12 of [5] it follows that
*XN :¼ fðx; yÞ 2 G
m
a G
m
a ðKÞ : ðx; . . . ;r
dmðxÞ; pN ðyÞ; . . . ;rdmðpN ðyÞÞÞ 2 XNg
is a ﬁnite Boolean combination of cosets of A-modules. Moreover, by the
deﬁnition of UN , if ðx; yÞ 2 *XN , then x0 þ y0 þ N  X .
Let #X :¼ fðx; yÞ 2 Gma G
m
a : xþ y 2 Xg. Then
X \ jmtor ¼fxþ y : ðx; yÞ 2 #X \ Ump  F mp g
¼: þ ð #X \ Ump  F mp Þ
 þ #X \
[
N2TðX Þ
*XN
 !
X :
The set on the penultimate line is a ﬁnite union of cosets of A-modules.
So we ﬁnd that X \ jmtor is contained in a ﬁnite union of translates of
A-modules each of which is contained in X . Thus, the Zariski closure of
X \ jmtor is a ﬁnite union of translates of algebraic A-modules. ]
Remark 19. The proof given here certainly generalizes to give a stronger
theorem. For instance, it applies immediately to T -modules obtained as
subquotients of products of Drinfeld modules of generic characteristic. One
obtains uniform bounds on the degrees of the Zariski closures of the
intersection of a variety X  Gma with j
n
tor depending only on m; degðX Þ; qp,
and qq from the above proof as in Hrushovski’s version of the Manin–
Mumford conjecture [5]. This proof also yields uniform p-adic estimates on
the distance from torsion points to varieties as in [7].
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